
Summer Arctic Wilderness of Spitsbergen

HOLIDAY TYPE: Small Group BROCHURE CODE: 5212
VISITING: Norway DURATION: 6 nights

In Brief
This six-night summer holiday takes place
on the wonderful Spitsbergen Island in
the Norwegian archipelago of Svalbard.
Take two separate boat trips across the
spectacular Isfjorden and visit the
Nordenskiöld Glaciers, as well as the
incredible Borebukta Bay. You will also
dogsled on wheels along the picturesque
coast and look out for the Midnight Sun!

Our Opinion

Spitsbergen in summer is a fine contrast to the
more common image of the island as a winter
destination. Moving at ease across the Isfjorden is a
peaceful experience while seeing the huge frozen
walls of the Nordenskiöld Glacier will fill you with awe.
In comparison, the Arctic Wilderness Evening gives
you a real sense of local festivity, while dogsledding
along the coast is just as thrilling as husky safaris on

the snow.

Allan Cooper
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What's included?
• Flights: return flights from London to Longyearbyen (flight routes subject to change)
• Transfers: return airport transfers and transfers to and from activities
• Accommodation: 6 nights at the Radisson Blu Polar Hotel (option to upgrade to Funken

Lodge)
• Meals: 6 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner
• The following activities are included in the holiday: Longyearbyen sightseeing, Arctic

Wilderness Evening, walrus safari, dog sledding on wheels, Wildlife and Glacier boat trip (the
order of activities is subject to change)

• Fully qualified guides and instructors during activities

Trip Overview
Largest of the islands in the Norwegian archipelago of Svalbard, Spitsbergen is a wonderfully scenic
destination for an Arctic summer holiday, shedding its winter coat for pleasantly cool temperatures
and glorious Midnight Sun.

This six-night holiday transports you to the town of Longyearbyen, tucked away in its own bay next to
the sublime Isfjorden. There will be two trips by boat over its tranquil waters. The first goes to the
staggering Borebukta Bay on the lookout for walruses and the second heads to Nordenskiöld Glacier

It will be possible to take in the Isfjorden from the coast when participating in a fantastic session of
dog sledding on wheels. Abandoning winter snow sleds for specially designed wagons, you can sit
back and look at the water as you speed by on land.

Our itinerary also features a guided tour of the surrounding Longyear Valley, which is vast and largely
untouched. You will also look around the peninsula of Hotellneset and visit the amazing Global Seed
Vault. This is an intriguing facility built inside a mountain to store samples of the world’s crop seeds as
a safety reserve in the face of war and natural disasters.

On top of this, there will be an Arctic Wilderness Evening at Camp Barentz, located several miles out
of town. Get a taste of local hospitality inside a traditional cabin building – appropriately named
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‘Gammen’, or ‘Enjoyment’ – and tuck into a dish of reindeer by firelight.

We have included a free day in the itinerary for you to explore Longyearbyen at your own pace. It is
possible to book the ‘Experience a miner’s life’ activity, which will give you an authentic look into the
island’s mining history with a visit to the Gruve 3 shaft. Wearing proper miner’s clothes, you will be
guided through, looking at equipment that still remains underground and learning about the past.

© Frank Andreassen, Marcela Cardenas, Jarle Roessland, Roy Mangersnes/wildphoto.no, Visit Svalbard,
www.nordnorge.com, Jens Henrik Nybo & Visitnorway.com, Spitsbergen Travel & Hanne Feyling, Douglas Bardwell (client)

Agenda
Please note the order of activities is subject to change

DAY
1

ARRIVAL AND WELCOME

Having touched down at Svalbard Airport, you will be collected and transferred to the Radisson Blu
Polar Hotel, which is only ten minutes away. After unpacking and getting comfortable in your cosy
room, you might like to try the on-site Nansen Restaurant for dinner, which offers a lovely view of the
town.

Included Meals: None

DAY
2

LONGYEARBYEN SIGHTSEEING AND ARCTIC WILDERNESS EVENING

After breakfast, you will get a two-hour introduction to Longyearbyen on an expert-led sightseeing
tour. After being picked up from your hotel, you can look forward to a drive through the open and
unspoilt Longyear Valley. Here, in the summer months, you can see a host of birds which have
returned from their winter migration.

As you head along, your guide will point out the fascinating coal mines of Adventalen. You will then
explore the Hotellneset Peninsula and the area around the airport – look out across the Isfjorden and
admire its calm waters.

A visit will then be made to the Global Seed Vault. Built inside a mountain like some sort of futuristic
fortress, it is the world’s largest facility for storing seeds of every kind of crop imaginable (there is
space for some 4.5 million different types of seed). This provides an essential back-up in the face of
wars, natural disasters, and plant extinction. The Vault’s official website describes it as the ‘ultimate
insurance policy for the world’s food supply’.

Throughout the tour, your guide will inform you about the flora, fauna, and other highlights of each
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location. There will also be plenty of stops for taking photos.

The day will close with an Arctic Wilderness Evening at Camp Barentz, situated in the Advent Valley,
around six or seven miles from Longyearbyen. Trade the lights of the town for a roaring fire in a
traditional cabin-like building which has been affectionately titled ‘Gammen’ – appropriately, this
translates as ‘Enjoyment’. Tuck into a delicious reindeer dinner followed by cake while your hosts tell
tales about Spitsbergen and its famous polar bears. While you will be based indoors, you may wish to
go outside to catch a glimpse of the Midnight Sun. We recommend, therefore, keeping extra warm
layers to hand as outside temperatures can still be a little on the cool side during the summer.

Included Meals: Breakfast, Dinner

DAY
3

WALRUS SAFARI BY BOAT

Following breakfast, you will embark on a boat trip featuring natural sights and local culture. You will
board the brand new ‘Kvitbjorn’ boat, a modern design with an innovative hybrid engine for
sustainable sailing in the Arctic.

Leaving Longyearbyen, the boat will travel across the grand Isfjorden. As you travel North towards the
bay of Borebukta, keep an eye out for walruses. They can often be spotted resting on ice floes or
gathered in colonies, relaxing on the beaches and inlets of the island. Hot drinks and snacks will be
served before heading back to shore.

On arriving back in Longyearbyen, you may wish to explore the local restaurants for dinner options
or book a special tasting menu in advance, as listed in our ‘Personalise’ section.

Included Meals: Breakfast

DAY
4

FREE DAY

Today is a free day, including breakfast at the hotel. You might like to stroll around Longyearbyen or
head to the harbour for a walk along the coast. Alternatively, you might prefer treating yourself to a
spa and sauna session in the hotel.

You can also book an activity which will take you into Longyearbyen’s past as a mining town.
Experience the life of a miner with a trip to the Gruve 3 shaft, where light from head-torches will
reveal old equipment left just as it was back in the day, waiting for a shift to begin. See the
‘Personalise’ tab for more details.

Have fun trying out the local cuisine in town and be sure to look out for the Midnight Sun as the day
comes to an end.

Included Meals: Breakfast
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DAY
5

DOGSLEDDING ON WHEELS

Enjoy breakfast in the hotel before the day’s high-speed activity: dog sledding on wheels. Our winter
trips would have you driving a normal sled over the snow. This activity features sleds which have been
specially adapted with wheels to make wagons for fast-paced summer rides.

You will be taken to meet the dogs at a centre close to the town. Choosing the pack to carry you
along, you will then be transferred to the starting point at Taubanesentralen, the central cableway
station in Longyearbyen. There will be a driver to control the fourteen dogs pulling the wagon, so you
can sit back as the journey unfolds. Passing structures from the town’s industrial history, you will also
catch beautiful vistas of the fjords and mountains nearby. The route will go along the coast to the
pristine area of Vestpynten and back. It is worth keeping some extra layers in case you get chilly.

Included Meals: Breakfast

DAY
6

WILDLIFE AND GLACIER BOAT TRIP

After breakfast comes the second boat trip on this holiday, which is just as enchanting as the first.
Step aboard the MS Bard – a new and groundbreaking hybrid electric catamaran, specially designed
to leave the smallest footprint possible whilst exploring the Arctic.

You will travel north into Billefjord, making your way to the magnificent Nordenskiöld Glacier - keep
an eye out for sea birds winging their way through the air, and take in the refreshing fjord breeze.
Stopping here, you will be served a light lunch on board.

During the cruise, your guide will explain the natural history and cultural heritage of the areas being
visited. The boat has a kiosk with waffles, drinks, and other snacks on offer. It will also be possible to
hire binoculars from here.

Included Meals: Breakfast, Lunch

DAY
7

DEPARTURE

Eat your last Longyearbyen breakfast before being transferred to the airport for your journey home,
taking back memories of the splendour and soothing silence of Spitsbergen Island. You might like to
extend your holiday by staying in the city of Tromsø or Oslo in mainland Norway.

Please see the ‘Personalise’ tab for more information and speak to one of our Travel Experts.

Included Meals: Breakfast
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Personalise this tour

Our pick

Experience a Miner's Life

Add this activity to your itinerary for a subterranean
contrast to the outdoor Spitsbergen environment, taking
you into the island’s mining past.

A guide in a bus will collect you from your hotel, just as
miners were picked up from stops many years ago.
Reaching the Gruve 3 shaft, you will don typical working
clothes and a helmet before stamping yourself in for a
shift. You will then be led through part of the mine by
your guide, where equipment can still be seen in
position, illuminated by the light of your head torches.

Hear stories about the people who worked here and admire their endurance and dedication. On
finishing the mine tour, you will sign out and return to your normal clothes, going back to the world
on the surface. It is worth wearing warm clothes for the visit.

Duration: 3 hours in total

Other options

ACTIVITIES

Quad Bike Safari

Experience the natural landscape up close with a thrilling
quad bike safari. Once you’re kitted up and have received
thorough instruction from your guide, you’ll head out of
town in convoy and into Adventdalen, with stops at
Breinosa and Mine 7 along the way.

On the way back through the valley, you will stop at a
local husky farm to meet and greet the dogs and enjoy
hot drinks and snacks.

Please note that you need to hold a full driver's licence
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EXTENSIONS

and are required to carry this with you during the safari.

Duration: 3.5 hours in total

Evening Cruise in Isfjorden

All aboard MS Bard again for this optional evening cruise.
The midnight sun allows for many extra hours to enjoy the
spectacular nature, and what better vantage from the
beautiful Isfjorden, with breathtaking views of the island?

The cruise includes a mouth-watering three-course meal
on board and drinks are available to purchase.

Duration: 3 hours in total

Sea to Summit Hike

The tour takes you up through the valley of Louisedalen
towards Carolinedalen. At the end of the valley, head up
onto Forkastningsfjellet, where you can enjoy the
incredible views over the whole Isfjord. See the glaciers
which lay like pearls on a string, from Nordenskiöldbreen
in the north to the western bays ending with
Trygghamna. The midnight sun colours the mountains in
beautiful, warm tones so be sure to take your camera.

This is a reasonably demanding hike which covers about
10 kilometres with about 400 metres of elevation. On

Forkastningsfjellet you will traverse a lofty shoulder, but the terrain is generally easy. A light lunch and
warm drinks are included.

Duration: 3 hours in total
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LITTLE EXTRAS

Extend your stay in Oslo

Svalbard is part of Norway, so why not add a few nights
in the capital to your holiday? Oslo is a splendid city sat
at the top of its very own fjord. Here, you can lose
yourself in Norway’s Viking past when visiting the Viking
Ship Museum, or pick a more modern maritime
experience and head to the Kon-Tiki Museum, dedicated
to Norwegian explorer Thor Heyerdahl and his Atlantic
expedition in a native-style craft.

You might like to learn about Norway’s monarchy and
take a guided tour around the Royal Palace. You might

also like to look around the many world-class art galleries which can be found here. What’s more, you
can get a dose of present-day culture in the wide selection of bars and cafés that can be found in this
city.

Contact one of our helpful Travel Experts to arrange the best Oslo extension for you.

Champagne or Wine Tasting

Sample champagne or wine in the cellar of Funken
Lodge, each drink chosen by your specialist sommelier
and expertly paired with complementary canapés.

The atmosphere is intimate and you have the opportunity
to ask questions and get recommendations from the
sommelier, who also will be happy to share some unique
stories about life on Svalbard.
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Included Accommodation
Other options are available - see below for details.

Taste of Svalbard at Huset

Choose to add a 6-course tasting menu at the renowned
Huset Restaurant for an extra special evening of culinary
delight. Huset proudly presents dishes characterised by
Nordic techniques and tasting combinations, with
ingredients coming mainly from Svalbard and the arctic
region, in collaboration with trappers and hunters in the
area.

This experience can also be paired with wine for an
additional cost.

Tasting Menu at Funken Lodge

Choose to add either a 4-course or 7-course tasting menu
for a culinary journey of delicious food at Funken
restaurant. The restaurant was originally the dining hall
for the sophisticated officials of the coal mining company.
Today it is a favourite among many locals and an
attractive place for visitors with impressive views over
Longyearbyen.

This experience can also be paired with wine for an
additional cost.

Beer Tasting at Svalbard Brewery

Visit the brewery at the top of the world, situated on the
outskirts of Longyearbyen. Visionaries and founders,
Robert and Anne, made their concept a reality and
opened the doors of Svalbard Brewery in 2012. Ever
since their beer has been enjoyed by explorers from all
over the world. During the tour, you will learn about the
brewing process and of course, enjoy tasters of the
world’s only Arctic beer.
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Radisson Blu Polar Hotel Spitsbergen (Nights: 1-6)

Located in the centre of Longyearbyen, the Radisson Blu is surrounded by mountains and lies close to
the beautiful, wintery ocean. An ideal base for exploration, it provides the perfect place to retreat to
after a day of fun and discovery.

Hotel facilities

• There are 95 rooms, all designed to a high standard, offering warmth and comfort following
your activities in the snow

• The hotel has its own restaurant, Nansen, which serves authentic Arctic cuisine, as well as a
variety of international specialities

• The Barentz Pub & Spiseri is filled with a range of beer, wine and spirits and it is a wonderful
place to unwind

• Free Wi-Fi is available throughout the hotel
• Outdoor hot tubs and a sauna are available and payable locally

Guest room types

Hotel rooms

The standard rooms each include either a double or twin beds, with room to accommodate an extra
bed if required. Each room includes an en-suite bathroom with bathtub, mini bar, TV and Wi-Fi.

Guests can upgrade to a suite for a supplement.

Other accommodation options
Contact us for a personalised quote.

Funken Lodge
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With its combination of luxurious comfort and historic surroundings, Funken Lodge offers guests an
unforgettable visitor experience. Switch your outdoor boots for cosy woollen slippers upon entry, an
age-old tradition in Longyearbyen, and proceed upstairs to a welcoming reception and an ample
lounge area with plenty of nooks and crannies for a spot of relaxing.

With its high location, the hotel has great views of Longyearbyen, the Lars glacier and the Longyear
glacier.

Hotel facilities

• The hotel’s main restaurant, Funktionærmessen (or more simply shortened to Funken) has
wonderful views of the town and serves a carefully selected selection of delicious a la carte
dishes for its guests - King crab, dry-aged meats and local food like Svalbard reindeer are
amongst the specialities.

• Funken Bar is Longyearbyen’s only specialised cocktail bar with a wide selection of first-class
spirits, vintage wines and decorative drinks.

• Complimentary pudding can be enjoyed every afternoon in the warmly welcoming lounge
area. This is the ideal spot to sit in front of the fire enjoying a good book.

• Purchase souvenirs in the small gift shop next to the reception

• The hotel also has a sauna for guest use which is heated daily and a small gym onsite.

• Free Wi-Fi is available throughout the hotel.

Room types

Double/twin rooms: these stylish rooms have everything you need for a comfortable stay and a great
night's sleep. Each room has a TV, tea and coffee-making facilities, toiletries, bathrobes, thermostat
and minibar.

Suites: the suites are spacious and comfortable and offer additional amenities to the standard rooms,
including a separate bedroom and living room with workspace and wonderful views over the town or
surrounding mountains.
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Image Credit: Agurtxane Concellon,Hurtigruten Svalbard

The Specifics
Holiday group size (approximate)

Approximately 2 - 25 people

Group Size

We always try to provide an approximation of the group size you can expect to be with for the
duration of each of our holidays. It may be that you are joined by others for parts of your holiday (such
as transfers and particular activities) but the above number reflects those you can normally expect to
be with from beginning to end. If group size is something which is particularly important to you,
please speak to our Travel Experts and they can suggest the best holidays for you.

Tailor-made holiday group sizes will vary for all activities as will the group size for any additional
activities you book.

Minimum and maximum age

If a specific minimum age applies to this holiday, it can be found in the Key Facts box on the holiday
Overview page.

Unless otherwise stated in the in the Key Facts box on the holiday Overview page, the minimum age
for participation in an Artisan holiday is typically 8 years old (there may be younger children in some
destinations who have booked with other companies). If an adult-only environment is important to
you, then please contact our Travel Experts and they will advise on the best dates and destinations for
you. If you are looking for a holiday designed specifically for families then please see our sister
company www.activitiesabroad.com

Itinerary amendments

The order of activities listed in this agenda is provided for guidance only, your final and detailed
itinerary will be provided either with your final travel documents (which are uploaded into your online
account around a week prior to departure) or upon arrival.

Terms and Conditions

Our full booking terms and conditions can be found on our website: https://www.artisantravel.co.uk/
booking-conditions
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Minimum travellers 10, Maximum travellers 20
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